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Abstract: Through billions of years of evolution, nature has been able to create highly sophisticated
and ordered structures in living systems, including cells, cellular components and viruses.
The formation of these structures involves nucleation and self-assembly, which are fundamental physical
processes associated with the formation of any ordered structure. It is important to understand how
biogenic materials self-assemble into functional and highly ordered structures in order to determine
the mechanisms of biological systems, as well as design and produce new classes of materials which
are inspired by nature but equipped with better physiochemical properties for our purposes. An ideal
tool for the study of nucleation and self-assembly is in situ atomic force microscopy (AFM), which
has been widely used in this field and further developed for different applications in recent years.
The main aim of this work is to review the latest contributions that have been reported on studies
of nucleation and self-assembly of biogenic and bio-inspired materials using in situ AFM. We will
address this topic by introducing the background of AFM, and discussing recent in situ AFM studies
on nucleation and self-assembly of soft biogenic, soft bioinspired and hard materials.
Keywords: in situ atomic force microscopy; nucleation; self-assembly; biomaterials; biomimetic;
bioinspired

1. Introduction
Nature has always been a fascinating source of inspiration for scientists and engineers. During
billions of years of evolution, highly sophisticated and ordered structures in living systems with
remarkable properties have been created [1,2]. These properties, such as physical mechanics, are
often far better than those of the equivalent synthetic materials with similar chemical compositions.
For example, spider silk [3] has a tensile strength comparable to steel, but with a higher flexibility and
much less density [4–7], which makes it an ideal material for a wide variety of military, industrial,
and consumer applications [8–11]. Moreover, biological systems are made with significantly weak
components, such as soft proteins, brittle minerals and water. Finally, these highly ordered structures
can form at mild temperature and pressure conditions spontaneously or with relatively low energy
consumption, mainly through self-assembly [12,13]. Incorrect or undesired self-assembly processes
can lead to malfunction or even diseases, such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s [14]. Therefore, it is
fundamentally important and interesting to determine nucleation and self-assembly pathways of
biogenic materials in order to understand the mechanisms of living systems and provide a rationale
for the design and production of new classes of materials, such as biochips, biosensors, and novel
drugs [15].
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Bio-inspired materials are a class of materials whose structure, function and/or property
mimic those of biogenic materials or living matter [16–22]. The field of bio-inspired materials
is highly interdisciplinary. It focuses on the understanding of biological synthesis, self-assembly
and hierarchical organization of biogenic materials, and uses this understanding to design and
produce new “bio-inspired” synthetic materials for diverse applications [23–30]. A few examples
of bio-inspired materials include peptoid [31–33] inspired by peptide, light-harvesting photonic
materials [34–44] that mimic photosynthesis, water collecting surfaces [45–52] inspired by the
head-stander beetle, and organic-inorganic hybrid structures that mimic the hierarchical architecture
of nacre or bone [53–60]. One critical limitation to the mimicking of biological structures in
materials, however, lies in our insufficient understanding of how biogenic and bio-inspired materials
self-assemble into sophisticated structures.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is an imaging tool which utilizes a nanometer-sized tip as a
localized force sensor. Since its invention [61], it has been widely used to study biology specimens
including nucleic acid [62–64], proteins [65], viruses [66,67], cells [68], etc. AFM generates topographic
images by raster scanning over a sample surface. The most commonly applied imaging modes [69]
are contact mode [70–72], tapping (semi-contact) mode [73–77], non-contact mode [78–81], and the
newly developed peak-force tapping mode [82–86]. Contact mode generates high lateral forces while
the tip is scanning over the surface, and therefore, is normally being used to image hard materials
such as minerals, metals, glass and ceramics, whose Young’s moduli (E) are >10 GPa. Tapping mode
greatly reduces the lateral forces by oscillating the tip to realize only intermittent contacts with the
sample [74,76], and therefore, is used for soft materials such as cell membranes, biomolecules and some
polymers (E < 10 GPa). However, the imaging force is difficult to accurately estimate. In peak force
tapping mode, the tip-sample forces are directly controlled at ultralow levels while at the same time the
lateral forces are minimized, providing a suitable imaging environment for soft biological samples [85].
By continuously imaging the same area of interest, AFM allows researchers to take snapshots of various
processes, thus directly visualizing the dynamics. The observation of nucleation and self-assembly by
AFM can reveal in situ single-particle dynamics with the potential of mechanical manipulation.
For studies of nucleation and self-assembly, in situ AFM (Scheme 1) is an ideal tool and has unique
advantages over several other structural techniques (e.g., transmission electron microscope, scanning
electron microscope, optical microscope, light scattering, and small angle X-ray scattering) [69,87].
AFM tip apex radius is normally on the order of a few to tens of nanometers. Thanks to the very small
size of tip, AFM can achieve extremely high spatial resolution in both vertical (sub-Å) and lateral
(sub-nanometer) directions, which enables people to directly monitor the nucleation and growth of
single assemblies, rather than bulk behavior. Besides, AFM requires simple sample preparation. It is a
label free method. Unlike electron microscopy (EM) which requires freezing or drying and staining,
samples can be imaged by AFM at physiological or near-reacting conditions, which creates a suitable
environment for studies of living systems and synthetic materials. Furthermore, recent development
of AFM enables simultaneous collections of topographical, mechanical and electronic/electrochemical
properties of samples, generating multi-parametrical data to examine the system of interest. Lastly,
high-speed AFM (HS-AFM) [65,88–92] has been applied to visualize processes at an imaging rate
of ~20 frames per second, which provides new opportunities for researchers to further capture and
comprehend nucleation and self-assembly processes with much higher temporal resolution [93–99].
One also has the option to greatly improve temporal resolution by sacrificing spatial information.
As AFM uses a raster scanning approach to generate images, there are two perpendicular scan
directions: fast scan direction and slow scan direction. In a normal operation, the AFM tip will scan in
the fast scan direction to complete imaging all pixels in one line before it moves by one pixel along the
slow scan direction to the next line. The slow scan can be disabled, which allows the tip to repeatedly
scan over the same line. The recorded image will show the evolution of a line profile over time and is
very good for studying dynamics of processes such as nucleation.
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Besides imaging, AFM can also provide other physical information of the sample by measuring
Besides imaging, AFM can also provide other physical information of the sample by measuring
the force. For example, by (nano) indenting or stretching materials, their mechanical properties, such
the force. For example, by (nano) indenting or stretching materials, their mechanical properties, such as
as adhesion and elasticity, can be precisely measured and mapped on the surface [100–104]. AFMadhesion and elasticity, can be precisely measured and mapped on the surface [100–104]. AFM-based
based nanoindentation and force spectroscopy has been applied to study many biological and bionanoindentation and force spectroscopy has been applied to study many biological and bio-inspired
inspired systems, including bacterial adhesive material [105], viruses [106–118], proteins [119–125],
systems, including bacterial adhesive material [105], viruses [106–118], proteins [119–125], nucleic
nucleic acids [126–130], cells [131–133], and plant cell walls [134]. The mechanical properties of the
acids [126–130], cells [131–133], and plant cell walls [134]. The mechanical properties of the materials
materials can be connected to the processes of material nucleation and self-assembly [100–103].
can be connected to the processes of material nucleation and self-assembly [100–103].
In this review, a series of examples will be presented to illustrate the applications of in situ AFM
In this review, a series of examples will be presented to illustrate the applications of in situ AFM
and HS-AFM in the field of nucleation and self-assembly. These recent reports will be categorized
and HS-AFM in the field of nucleation and self-assembly. These recent reports will be categorized into
into three groups based on their subjects: soft (E < 10 GPa) biogenic materials, soft bio-inspired
three groups based on their subjects: soft (E < 10 GPa) biogenic materials, soft bio-inspired materials,
materials, and hard (E > 10 GPa) materials. Since many previous review articles [135–144] have
and hard (E > 10 GPa) materials. Since many previous review articles [135–144] have summarized
summarized AFM applications in nucleation of hard materials, this review will focus on soft
AFM applications in nucleation of hard materials, this review will focus on soft materials.
materials.
2. Soft Biogenic Materials
2. Soft Biogenic Materials
2.1. Peptide and Protein
2.1. Peptide and Protein
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an AFM probe to mechanically cut the amyloid fibrils, which are formed by mucin
1 peptide fused with Q11 (MUC1-Q11), and observed growth of fibrils at the newly exposed termini
using in situ AFM [148]. They showed that orientation and length of branched fibrils can be controlled
peptide fused with Q11 (MUC1-Q11), and observed growth of fibrils at the newly exposed termini
by the nuclei orientation and reaction time. Therefore, local mechanical force can be used to affect the
using in situ AFM [148]. They showed that orientation and length of branched fibrils can be controlled
fibril formation and assembly of MUC1-Q11. Their approach offers a pure physical and label-free
by the nuclei orientation and reaction time. Therefore, local mechanical force can be used to affect
means to control the growth of MUC1 epitopes. In a similar case, Hu et al. demonstrated that a new
the fibril formation and assembly of MUC1-Q11. Their approach offers a pure physical and label-free
peptide nanofilament can be introduced by mechanically generating an active end at designated
means to control the growth of MUC1 epitopes. In a similar case, Hu et al. demonstrated that a
positions on an existing filament [149]. The self-assembly of new filaments is specifically guided by
new peptide nanofilament can be introduced by mechanically generating an active end at designated
the direction of new active ends.
positions on an existing filament [149]. The self-assembly of new filaments is specifically guided by
Many soft bio-inspired materials are inherently connected to soft/hard interface or interphases
the direction of new active ends.
(transitions of material properties, e.g., mechanical gradients) [150,151]. Disassembly of amelogenin,
Many soft bio-inspired materials are inherently connected to soft/hard interface or interphases
an enamel protein, onto hydroxyapatite (HAP) surfaces has been studied using high-resolution in
(transitions of material properties, e.g., mechanical gradients) [150,151]. Disassembly of amelogenin,
situ AFM by Tao’s group [152]. Their study showed that the amelogenin nanospheres disassemble
an enamel protein, onto hydroxyapatite (HAP) surfaces has been studied using high-resolution in situ
onto the HAP surface, and then break down into oligomeric (25-mer) subunits of the larger
AFM by Tao’s group [152]. Their study showed that the amelogenin nanospheres disassemble onto
nanosphere. The binding energy of the protein to a specific face of HAP (100) was extracted from
the HAP surface, and then break down into oligomeric (25-mer) subunits of the larger nanosphere.
quantification of the adsorbate amounts by size analysis. The kinetics of disassembly indicated a timeThe binding energy of the protein to a specific face of HAP (100) was extracted from quantification
dependent increase in oligomer-oligomer binding interactions within the nanosphere. Their study
of the adsorbate amounts by size analysis. The kinetics of disassembly indicated a time-dependent
elucidates the mechanism of supramolecular protein interactions and break down at surfaces.
increase in oligomer-oligomer binding interactions within the nanosphere. Their study elucidates the
Two dimensional (2D) assembly of S-layer proteins has been studied using in situ AFM on
mechanism of supramolecular protein interactions and break down at surfaces.
supported lipid bilayers by De Yoreo et al. Their results suggested that proteins undergo
Two dimensional (2D) assembly of S-layer proteins has been studied using in situ AFM on
conformational transformations which direct the pathway of assembly. Monomers with an extended
supported lipid bilayers by De Yoreo et al. Their results suggested that proteins undergo conformational
conformation first form a mobile adsorbed phase, and then condense into amorphous clusters, which
transformations which direct the pathway of assembly. Monomers with an extended conformation
undergo a phase transition through S-layer folding into crystalline clusters composed of compact
first form a mobile adsorbed phase, and then condense into amorphous clusters, which undergo a
tetramers [153]. They also showed that the system of S-layer proteins on mica possesses a kinetic trap
phase transition through S-layer folding into crystalline clusters composed of compact tetramers [153].
associated with conformational differences between a long-lived transient state, which exhibits the
They also showed that the system of S-layer proteins on mica possesses a kinetic trap associated with
characteristics of a kinetic trap in a folding funnel, and the final stable state [154].
conformational differences between a long-lived transient state, which exhibits the characteristics of a
HS-AFM has been utilized to visualize the fast dynamics of growth and assembly of
kinetic trap in a folding funnel, and the final stable state [154].
lithosthatine, a protein produced by pancreas acinar cells, at a high imaging rate (one frame/s).
HS-AFM has been utilized to visualize the fast dynamics of growth and assembly of lithosthatine,
Formation of fibrils via protofibril lateral association and stacking follows a zipper-like mechanism
a protein produced by pancreas acinar cells, at a high imaging rate (one frame/s). Formation of fibrils
of association. They also demonstrated that two lithostathine protofibrils can associate to form helical
via protofibril lateral association and stacking follows a zipper-like mechanism of association. They
fibrils (Figure 1) [99]. Their study provided new insights into lithostathine protofibril elongation and
also demonstrated that two lithostathine protofibrils can associate to form helical fibrils (Figure 1) [99].
assembly.
Their study provided new insights into lithostathine protofibril elongation and assembly.
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utilized a carboxyl-terminated self-assembled monolayer modified gold surface where single-stranded
DNA probes were covalently anchored for visualization of single DNA hybridization events using
in situ AFM. By introducing Ni2+ ions (or some other divalent cations), the surface-DNA interaction
can be switched between a strong state and a weak state, which accommodates for both high-resolution
imaging and DNA hybridization [156,157].
2.3. Lipid
Lipid-protein/peptide interactions have been studied using in situ AFM to understand
self-assembly of lipids and health-related mechanisms. Legleiter et al. have used in situ AFM to
directly monitor the interaction between huntingtin (htt) exon 1 protein and brain lipid extract [158].
They observed that the exon1 fragments accumulated on the lipid membranes comprised of total brain
lipid extract, which caused disruption of the membrane. This disruption is dependent on length of
polyQ in exon1. They also observed that adding an N-terminal myc-tag to the htt exon1 fragments
can prevent the interaction of htt with the bilayer. The interaction between melittin, a 26-residue
amphipathic peptide, and lipid membranes has been studied using in situ AFM by Pan et al. [159]. Their
results showed that melittin induced defects in lipid bilayers, which can be delayed by introducing
cholesterol. They also proposed a kinetic defect growth model based on their AFM observations.
Kobayashi et al. used HS-AFM to investigate interactions between self-assembled sphingomyelin
(SM)-cholesterol (Chol) lipid membranes and a SM-binding pore-forming toxin, lysenin. Lysenin
recognized SM-rich domain and self-assembled into hexagonal close-packed (hcp) structure on the
SM-rich domain, which did not perturb the phase boundary between SM and Chol. After the SM-rich
domain is fully covered by lysenin, the hcp assembly started to occur in Chol liquid-disordered phase
and eventually covered the entire membrane [160].
3. Soft Bio-Inspired Materials
3.1. Peptoid
Peptoid is a bio-inspired material, which has a structure similar to peptide but lacking hydrogen
bonds between backbones. Because of this difference, peptoid has several advantages over peptide,
such as high stability against temperature and protease degradation, flexibility and simplicity. Not until
very recently, researchers started to appreciate the simplicity of peptoid systems and employ the system
for studies on nucleation and self-assembly.
Ma et al. specifically designed a peptoid system to fundamentally understand the relationship
between molecular sequence and structure [31]. They determined the dynamics and kinetics of
nucleation and self-assembly of two peptoid molecules (Pepc vs. Pepb ) with similar sequence using
in situ AFM. Ma’s team, for the first time, provided direct evidence showing that nucleation pathways
are indeed sequence dependent: a slight difference in sequence can switch nucleation pathway from
classical to a two-step process (Figure 2, Scheme 2). They also proposed a mathematical model to
explicitly explain and predict sequence-dependent selection of self-assembly pathways. Their research
findings shed new light on non-classical nucleation pathways, which has implications in biology,
chemistry, geology and biomedicine.
The sequence of peptoid can be tailored to self-assemble into 2D membranes [33]. These peptoid
membranes self-assembled on mica through a process of heterogeneous nucleation and lateral growth.
Details about kinetics and dynamics of self-assembly of 2D membranes have been studied. In situ AFM
images showed that peptoid membranes exhibit self-repair properties and are highly stable. These
membranes can provide a platform to incorporate and pattern a diverse range of functional objects
either before assembly or by co-crystallization approaches.
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3.2. Other
Polymers
3.2. Other
Polymers
The nucleation and growth of several bio-inspired polymers has been studied using in situ AFM.
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and growth of several bio-inspired polymers has been studied using in situ AFM.
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was performed. On the contrary, the rest of the surface which was not extensively scanned by the
upon contact of the tip and surface. This process was observed to occur in both contact mode and
AFMtapping
tip stayed
clean.
resultsthat
suggest
that
the surface
upon contact
mode.
He etSuch
al. proposed
a sol-gel
transition
of thepatterning
SF moleculewas
is keyachieved
to their deposition.
of theIntip
and surface.
process
wasatobserved
to occur
in bothascontact
mode
tapping
mode.
contact
mode, thisThis
transition
occurs
the tip-substrate
interface
a result of
shearand
force;
whereas
He etinal.tapping
proposed
sol-gel
transition
the SF molecule
is key
to occur
their on
deposition.
contact
mode,that
the a
sol-gel
transition
of SFofmolecules
is proposed
to first
the tip due In
to tip
mode,oscillation,
this transition
occurs
at the tip-substrate
as a result
of sheartoforce;
whereas
in tiptapping
and the
accumulated
SF molecules interface
are subsequently
transferred
the surface
upon
surface
contact.
The
patterning
process
is
governed
by
mechanical
contact;
thus,
it
can
be
mode, the sol-gel transition of SF molecules is proposed to first occur on the tip due to tip oscillation,
manipulated
by
altering
the
scanning
speed,
which
determines
the
frequency
of
tip-surface
contact,
and the accumulated SF molecules are subsequently transferred to the surface upon tip-surface contact.
and the force
appliedisingoverned
each contact.
In addition, the
SF concentration
is also
very important.
The patterning
process
by mechanical
contact;
thus, it can
be manipulated
byThis
altering
approach is advantageous because, unlike conventional dip-pen lithography methods performed in
the scanning speed, which determines the frequency of tip-surface contact, and the force applied in
air, patterning is achieved in liquid which possibly helps to retain the native structure of proteins.
each contact. In addition, the SF concentration is also very important. This approach is advantageous
because, unlike conventional dip-pen lithography methods performed in air, patterning is achieved in
liquid which possibly helps to retain the native structure of proteins.
Seog et al. reported a study of silk-elastin-like peptide (SELP), which is another example of
mechanically induced self-assembly on surface with possibly a different mechanism [165]. Formation
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of SELP amyloid fibers was observed after repeated scanning the AFM tip over a single line, which
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is achieved by disabling the scan in the slow scan direction. In contrast to the previous example,
fibers grow
exclusively
in thea direction
perpendicularpeptide
to the scan
direction
tip. This
directional
Seog
et al. reported
study of silk-elastin-like
(SELP),
which of
is the
another
example
of
induced
self-assembly
on surface with
a different
mechanism
[165].
bias mechanically
suggests some
specificity
in nucleation.
The possibly
proposed
mechanism
is that
theFormation
AFM tip can
of SELP
amyloid
fibers was
repeated
scanning
the AFMwith
tip over
a single
line, which
is to
stretch
the SELP
monomer
to observed
expose aafter
domain
which
can interact
other
peptides
and lead
achieved
by
disabling
the
scan
in
the
slow
scan
direction.
In
contrast
to
the
previous
example,
fibers
grow
subsequent assembly.
exclusively in the direction perpendicular to the scan direction of the tip. This directional bias suggests
Although
the density of spontaneously formed fibers over the entire surface can be adjusted by
some specificity in nucleation. The proposed mechanism is that the AFM tip can stretch the SELP
concentration and buffer conditions, additional control on fiber growth over a local region can be
monomer to expose a domain which can interact with other peptides and lead to subsequent assembly.
achieved Although
by nanomechanical
manipulation. In a study of peptide EAK 16-II, which assemble into
the density of spontaneously formed fibers over the entire surface can be adjusted by
fibersconcentration
on mica surface,
Chen
et
al. reported
that control
such fibers
cangrowth
be broken
by the
imaging
and buffer conditions,
additional
on fiber
over up
a local
region
can beforce
applied
in tapping
mode AFM. Such
fragmentsIncan
then of
initiate
new
nucleation
andassemble
growth into
into new
achieved
by nanomechanical
manipulation.
a study
peptide
EAK
16-II, which
fibersfibers
[166].on mica surface, Chen et al. reported that such fibers can be broken up by the imaging force
applied in tapping mode AFM. Such fragments can then initiate new nucleation and growth into new

4. Hard
Materials
fibers
[166].
4.1. Calcium
Phosphate
4. Hard Materials
It
is important to determine the kinetics and dynamics during nucleation and growth of calcium
4.1. Calcium Phosphate
phosphate (Ca-P) in order to understand several health-related issues, such as bone and tooth
It is important to determine the kinetics and dynamics during nucleation and growth of calcium
biomineralization
[167], and pathological calcification in stones and in cardiovascular disease [168,169].
phosphate (Ca-P) in order to understand several health-related issues, such as bone and tooth
Very recently, Wang et al. examined nucleation of hydroxyapatite (HAP, Ca10 (PO4 )6 (OH)2 ), a major
biomineralization [167], and pathological calcification in stones and in cardiovascular disease
component
in bone and teeth, at different supersaturations using in situ AFM with long imaging
[168,169]. Very recently, Wang et al. examined nucleation of hydroxyapatite (HAP, Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2),
timesa (~30
h)
to captureincomplete
of HAP supersaturations
surface growth.using
Theyinshowed
thewith
morphology
major component
bone andprocesses
teeth, at different
situ AFM
long
evolution
during
surface
growth,
whereprocesses
a coexistence
a classical
spiral
growth
bythe
adding
imaging
timesHAP
(~30 h)
to capture
complete
of HAPofsurface
growth.
They
showed
monomeric
chemical
species
(molecules
or ions)
and where
nonclassical
particle
by aggregating
morphology
evolution
during
HAP surface
growth,
a coexistence
of aattachment
classical spiral
growth
by adding to
monomeric
chemical species
or ions)
and nonclassical
particle attachment
by was
nanoparticles
form triangular
solids (molecules
which then
transformed
into hexagonal
aggregates
aggregating
nanoparticles
to
form
triangular
solids
which
then
transformed
into
hexagonal
observed [170] (Scheme 3). In another recent report, Wang’s group studied the kinetics and mechanisms
aggregates
observed [170]
(Scheme 3).
another recent
group
studied
of Ca-P
surfacewas
crystallization
modulated
by In
amelogenin
[171].report,
TheyWang’s
observed
that,
duringthein situ
kinetics and mechanisms of Ca-P surface crystallization modulated by amelogenin [171]. They
growth
via a nonclassical particle attachment pathway, the assembly of amelogenin’s C-termini
observed that, during in situ growth via a nonclassical particle attachment pathway, the assembly of
induced an elongated aggregation of Ca-P nanoparticles, which directed Ca-P mineralization. They
amelogenin’s C-termini induced an elongated aggregation of Ca-P nanoparticles, which directed
further
determined the binding free energy of the C-terminal fragment absorbed to the (100) face of
Ca-P mineralization. They further determined the binding free energy of the C-terminal fragment
Ca-Pabsorbed
using force
spectroscopy
to reveal
of shape
evolution
fromofspherical
particles to
to the
(100) face of Ca-P
using mechanisms
force spectroscopy
to reveal
mechanisms
shape evolution
elongated
nanorods.
from spherical particles to elongated nanorods.

Scheme 3. Classical and nonclassical pathways for hydroxyapatite (HAP) crystallization. In the
Scheme
3. Classical and nonclassical pathways for hydroxyapatite (HAP) crystallization. In the
classical pathway, monomeric species (ions or molecules) are added at step edges during spiral
classical pathway, monomeric species (ions or molecules) are added at step edges during spiral growth,
growth, while in the nonclassical pathway, HAP crystals grow by the attachment of different size
while in the nonclassical pathway, HAP crystals grow by the attachment of different size particles
particles (~1 nm or 3–4 nm in height) to form organized, but may be amorphous,
(~1 nm
or 3–4 nm in height) to form organized, but may be amorphous, assemblies/aggregates with
assemblies/aggregates with triangular and hexagonal morphologies.
triangular and hexagonal morphologies.
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Nucleation of HAP and amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP) on collagen has been studied using
in situ AFM [172]. By measuring the rate of Ca-P nucleation as a function of supersaturation, they
showed that ACP formation cannot be directly reconciled with classical nucleation theory. However,
when taking into account the existence of pre-nucleation complexes and the particle size dependence
of the interfacial free energy, the thermodynamic barrier for nucleation is dramatically lowered,
which unites classical and non-classical nucleation theories—the observed non-classical route to ACP
formation can be explained using classical theory.
4.2. Calcite
Biomineralization of Calcite (CaCO3 ), the most abundant carbonate mineral on Earth and a
common biomineral, has attracted researchers’ interest for decades. The involvement of nonclassical
nucleation pathways has been implied by previous studies, but only recently, direct evidence regarding the
actual mechanism of calcite growth via an amorphous phase was reported. Rodriguez-Navarro et al. used
in situ AFM to show that calcite can grow via a nonclassical particle-mediated colloidal crystal growth
mechanism involving a layer-by-layer attachment of amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) precursors,
followed by restructuring and fusion with the calcite substrate in perfect crystallographic registry [173].
The transformation of ACC to calcite occurs through interface-coupled dissolution-reprecipitation and
affects the nanogranular texture of the colloidal growth layer regulated by organic molecules. Another
recent report by Colfen et al. indicates that polymer-induced liquid precursor phases play a role in
nonclassical calcite crystallization and growth processes. They observed gel-like precursors, which
spread out on the surface suggesting a liquid character, for the crystal growth on a calcite surface using
in situ AFM [174].
The effects of inorganic and organic molecules/ions on calcite nucleation and growth have
also been studied by in situ AFM. For example, Voitchovsky and Schmidt et al. investigated calcite
(104)-water interface in the presence of NaNO3 [175]. In situ AFM images confirmed the alteration
of crystallographic characteristics, and AFM force spectroscopy indicated the ability of dissolved
NaNO3 to modify the structure of interfacial water. Wang and Putnis et al. showed that the presence
of glucose-6-phosphate (G6P) changes the morphology of etch pits from the typical rhombohedral
to a fan-shaped form, which can be explained by a site-selective mechanism of G6P-calcite surface
interactions stabilizing the energetically unfavorable (0001) or (0112) faces through step-specific
adsorption of G6P [176]. Wahl et al. observed specific binding of an acidic cement protein to step
edge atoms on (1014) calcite surfaces. The protein then assembles to form one-dimensional nanofibrils,
which affects the morphology of calcite [177].
4.3. Calcium Oxalate Monohydrate
Due to the clinical importance as the main inorganic component in human kidney stones, calcium
oxalate monohydrate (COM) and regulation of its nucleation and growth has been of great interest for
researchers. In situ AFM has been employed to investigate the effect of biomolecules, such as peptide,
protein and nucleic acid, on COM growth. Huang and Qiu et al. performed a series of in situ AFM
studies to understand the inhibitory effect of linear enantiomers of L- and D-Asp6 on the growth of
COM crystal [178]. They showed that D-Asp6 has a larger inhibitory effect on the growth of the [100]
step on the (010) face than L-Asp6 . They further showed that these enantiomers create the impurity
pinning along the steps, and the major impact of Asp6 is to block active kink sites. The inhibition of
COM nucleation and aggregation by osteopontin (OPN) proteins has been investigated by Wang et al.
Their data indicated that phosphorylated OPN peptides affect the step retreat rates via step-specific
interactions, which in turn regulates the kinetics of COM nucleation and aggregation at the expense of
brushite crystals by means of the interfacial mineral replacement reactions. Their research findings
offer general insights concerning the control of kidney stone formation and the mechanisms through
which aberrant crystallization kinetics is inhibited [179].
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5. Conclusions
In this review, we summarized recent applications of in situ AFM to studies of nucleation and
self-assembly of biogenic and bio-inspired materials, including peptide, protein, nucleic acid, lipid,
peptoid, Ca-P, calcite and COM. Development of AFM techniques, such as in situ and HS-AFM, has
enabled direct characterization of many biological and physicochemical processes which have never
been revealed before.
Despite these key advancements, current AFM still has a number of limitations and technological
issues, such as limited scan range (up to ~1 µm), uncontrollable forces applied on the sample, and the lack
of (bio)chemical specificity. The scan range has recently been increased to over ~40 × 40 µm2 , due to an
implementation of an inversion-based feedforward control technique [180] and an enhanced iterative
inverse control technique [181,182], although z-scanner still suffers from bandwidth limitation [65].
The peak-force tapping mode has been developed to directly control the force applied on the sample
during scanning, which is beneficial for biological and soft material studies. The use of spatially
resolved single-molecule force spectroscopy with AFM tips that are coated with specific chemical
groups has enabled the detection and localization of single functional molecules on the surfaces of
cells and other materials [183].
In the future, the applications of AFM will be further broadened into the fields of energy
storage and conversion, catalysis, geology and biomedicine, especially due to the development
of multimodal in situ imaging capabilities. For example, nanomechanical imaging can provide
mechanical properties simultaneously; tip-enhanced Raman imaging can resolve chemical details
spatially; current/conductive AFM imaging can give electronic and electrochemical properties of
the samples; and AFM-based nanomanipulation can build three-dimensional nanostructures and
nanodevices. Integrating AFM with other imaging, characterizing and manipulation techniques opens
new avenues to understanding biological/chemical materials and processes comprehensively.
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